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Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster · Discussion Starter • #1 • July 6, 2016 I was just wondering what rear spoiler options there are out there. I love these new ATS V and CTSV, but I know they have a more rounded shape to them. Please share your photos and comments. Thank you, thank you, thank you I wondered
the same thing sent from my SM-G935P via Tapatalk · I think the only people available are the factory's WeaponX or Cadillac, which I've only seen in standard C.T.A. There was another one I saw a while back, but I don't remember who did it. · Love the CF weapons spoiler. · Im currently making a prototype spoiler for a sedan, it will
resemble a sedan spoiler in 2016 but for 09-15 V. Once I start designing it I will make a wire and keep it up to date. If I get enough interest, I'll put it in production. · Im currently making a prototype spoiler for a sedan, it will resemble a sedan spoiler in 2016 but for 09-15 V. Once I start designing it I will make a wire and keep it up to date. If I
get enough interest, I'll put it in production. How far from at least initial photos are you on this? · · Right now I work a lot. I have to do the example in the next two weeks with pictures from all angles. If anyone has any ideas or request please let me know. Oh, thank you. I also have a weapons spoiler X and I love it. · How are they
mounted? Drilled. Sent from my Nexus 6P via Tapatalk · Im currently making a prototype spoiler for a sedan, it will resemble a sedan spoiler in 2016 but for 09-15 V. Once I start designing it I will make a wire and keep it up to date. If I get enough interest, I'll put it in production. In for PICS · Im currently making a prototype spoiler for a
sedan, it will resemble a sedan spoiler in 2016 but for 09-15 V. Once I start designing it I will make a wire and keep it up to date. If I get enough interest, I'll put it in production. Interested in purchasing as soon as you can produce photos · SUB in for pictures of spoiler, typhoon43 and six what blades on the side are these ? · Im currently
making a prototype spoiler for a sedan, it will resemble a sedan spoiler in 2016 but for 09-15 V. Once I start designing it I will make a wire and keep it up to date. If I get enough interest, I'll put it in production. Can you do a box office spoiler? · Another weapon x carbon on br with some carbon mods. The following parts are suitable for
Cadillac CTS 2003 | Go to my garage · Don't cut on x weapons but to me it looks kind of clumsy... I'd love to see a coup version of a sedan... or a new v3 version · I have the rear trunk spoiler Weapon X and very happy with how it fits in with the deck cover. · Right now I work a lot. I have to do the example in the next two weeks with
pictures from all angles. If there's anyone Any idea or request please let me know. Thank you! Goad2305 Have you managed to spend more time on this spoiler project? · I believe it's a D3 diffuser · It's one spoiler out of one. D3 only makes the box office version. I begged WXM to make one rear sedan forever. yes, and no, it's one carbon
diffuser I made. It resembles the d3 which I used as a base but had to change extensively. The only thing they share now are the amount of fins. Mine fits, secures and looks amazing. The D3 makes a sedan version but takes a lot to fit properly. Shipped from my SM-G930T via Tapatalk · Where did you take the disperser to apply carbon
fiber? I have a D3 diffuser that I purchased a forum member but when I mentioned a reader around the CF no one could dip it due to size. I live in Southern California and would love to find a place to take mine. Your scatterer pictures are clean, Man. Nice!!! yes, and no, it's one carbon diffuser I made. It resembles the d3 which I used as a
base but had to change extensively. The only thing they share now are the amount of fins. Mine fits, secures and looks amazing. The D3 makes a sedan version but takes a lot to fit properly. Shipped from my SM-G930T via Tapatalk · Where did you take the disperser to apply carbon fiber? I have a D3 diffuser that I purchased a forum
member but when I mentioned a reader around the CF no one could dip it due to size. I live in Southern California and would love to find a place to take mine. Your scatterer pictures are clean, Man. Nice!!! Didn't dip all his real new carbon. Pm me for information but expect to be over 1200 into which my SM-G930T is shipped via Tapatalk
· I'm on the fence, but the Weapon X Spoiler beats me. · I also have a weapons spoiler X and I love it. It's kind of hard to tell from the angle but looks like one FG painted black. Did you ever regret not getting the CF version? My V is also a black crow and I'm on the fence about what option to get. · This weapon seems to be in the factory
and also likes a new symbol. It's time for outdoor fashions. Time. It's kind of hard to tell from the angle but looks like one FG painted black. Did you ever regret not getting the CF version? My V is also a black crow and I'm on the fence about what option to get. No ragarts, just like my chest tattoo. yes, my spoiler is fiberglass painted black
diamond, along with my WeaponX hood and I think it matches nicely. The side rocking herbs and front lips are the only carbon fiber parts. I like how everything matches up, while the low down parts are carbon fiber. I think it flows nicely. 309.2 KB Views: 744 395.9 KB Views: 715 · Time. No ragarts, just like my chest tattoo. yes, my spoiler
is fiberglass painted black diamond, along with my WeaponX hood and I think it matches nicely. The side rocking herbs and front lips are the only carbon fiber parts. I like how... Matches up, while the low down parts are carbon fiber. I think it flows nicely. Did you do it yourself from fiberglass glass? Looks really good! Sent from my iPhone
via Tapatalk · I wish the WXM was higher and more extreme. Shipped from my XT1575 via Tapatalk · I'm just wondering what rear spoiler options are out there. I love these new ATS V and CTSV, but I know they have a more rounded shape to them. Please share your photos and comments. Thank you! PM me if you need a quote on our
fiberglass spoiler or carbon fiber · @Goad2305 you ever get a spoiler? · Gaad was in the final role in July 2016. A guide to the circle of fives on guitar. Guitar-related explanation of this basic musical concept. Previous article – What is the Circle of Fives? - We looked at the theory behind the circle of fives. This page will be much more
practical, with TABs you can play in order to memorize and use a cycle of fives. Index A page Musical terms used on this page at the bottom of this page you will find explanations of the musical terms used on this page. Use the quick links below to go to the term you want if you're not sure what it means. A perfect fifth acne fourth degree
chromatic Circle of Fifths explained the circle of fives is a sequence of notes where each character is a perfect fifth interval higher than the previous character. If the octave of each character is ignored, the sequence passes through all 12 characters of the chromatic scale before returning to the start character. The circle of fives is used to
describe the relationship between the notes of the chromatic scale and their corresponding chord signatures. It is also a useful way to learn key signatures and relationships between different keys. The circle of fives is often represented as a circular diagram, as it can begin with any of the 12 characters of the chromatic scale and will
always return to the starting character. If you get used to playing chord, chord progression, scale or arpeggio by transo through all 12 characters using the fives circle, you will have to play it with every possible root character/in every possible key. This is a great way to improve your knowledge of the work board. You can also use the circle
of fives to come up with a new chord progression for inspiration while writing songs. How to play the circle of quintets on a guitar if you try to play the entire circle of fives on a guitar starting on the lowest possible note (ie the open lower E string) and going for a perfect fifth interval at a time then you quickly run out of frets:Applying to the
lower E string and moving upwards at perfect 5 intervals means that even on an electric guitar will overcome a sea of worries around the sequence.... But the circle of fives is not a melody. It's more of a way to demonstrate the connections between notes, chords and key For this reason, the true octave of the notes is ignored in the
sequence circle of fives. When we work on the circle of fives, we are concerned with the name of the note (e.g. 'C', 'Ab', etc.), rather than an octave of the note. Below is the circle of quintet starting with the lower E, but with all the characters brought down into the octave:A circle of 5ths starts on EBy to play through the circle of fives and
will be played all twelve characters of the chromatic scale before returning to the starting character. It's true no matter what note you start with, so the circle of fives is a circle! A basic fives circle diagram Because of the cyclic nature of the fives circle, it is usually represented as a diagram like clockwork. Starting from C at a 12:00 p.m.
location, the sequence notes are positioned clockwise around the circle. The basic circle of the fives diagram. Note that some comments have an 'enharmonic equivalent' – in fact, the same comments but with different names (e.g. F# and Gb). Also note that by playing backwards around the circle you get a 'circle of foursomes'. (More
information about the circle of quartets can be found later on the page.) Below are the comments in the fifth circle starting with C:C &gt; G &gt; D &gt; A &gt; E &gt; B &gt; F# / Gb &gt; C# / Db &gt; G# / Ab &gt; D# / Eb &gt; A# / Bb &gt; F &gt; CAgain, we are only interested in the 'name' of the note (e.g. 'C', 'Ab', etc.) and not the octave in
which it is played. TAB below shows one of the many ways of playing the fives circle on a guitar:TabPlay guitar fives circle through the fives circle on your guitar in order to get an idea of where the notes are on the board of concern in relation to each other. Note the Template that the notes make on the dashboard. The ability to locate the
perfect fifth note away from another comment is a useful skill. For example, you may want to find the V7 chord of chord progression, or play the Mixolydian modal scale, both of which are in a perfect 5 away from the root note of a scale. As we have seen, by for the characters so that they are all in the same octave (as they are above) the
fives circle contains each character on a single octave chromatic scale. TAB for one octave chromatic scale is provided below for comparison. (Note that pairs of characters such as flat and sharp G are actually the same characters, and both are played with the same concern.) The TABChromatic chromatic scale starting on the TABNo C
guitar changes what the starting character is, if you play each perfect fifth character higher than the last, then you will find yourself back in the starting tone after playing all 12 characters of the chromatic scale (allowing you to ignore the octaves where the characters are played). Here are other ways to play a circle of fives on a guitar. In
these versions of the sequence you should not limit staying in one The perfect fifth interval pattern makes on the purpose board. Working your way through the circle of fives will allow you to build a good working knowledge of fretboard. A fivesomes cycle starting with C another way to play the sequence is shown below:A circle of fives
begins on the foursomes circle on guitarMoving counterclockwise around the fives circle, the characters rise in perfect increments 4, giving you a circle of foursomes. The cycle of quartets starting with C is shown below:C &gt; F &gt; Bb/G# &gt; Eb/D# &gt; Ab/G# &gt; Db/C# &gt; Gb /F# &gt; B&gt; E &gt; A &gt; D &gt; G &gt; CBe That
chord progression often move in 4ths Some musicians – especially those specializing in jazz – prefer to learn the circle of foursomes rather than the circle of fives. Play the fourston circle on your guitar, again pay attention to the fourth interval pattern to make on the foreign panel. Another example, this time starting with E:(You can corrupt
some transaction chord progressions in the 4ths further down the page.) Related pages on Guitar CommandTerms/Concepts used on this Screen FifthIn music page, spacing is the distance between two characters. A perfect fifth is the appropriate interval for 7 half tons / half stages (i.e. 7 worries on a guitar neck). Therefore, the space
between C and G above it is a perfect fifth, as is the interval between D and A above it. The green arrows show perfect fifth intervals. Perfect FourthLike Fifth perfect, perfect fourth is space between two characters. It fits 5 half tons/half steps. The spacing between C and F immediately above it is a perfect fourth, as is the gap between G
and C immediately above it. Chromatic scale The chromatic scale is a scale at which each character is half a ton (half a step) higher than the previous character and a half-ton lower than the next. The following is the chromatic scale that begins with C in tab.
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